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THE PLATFORM
Welcome to The BRAKE Report’s Sponsorship Guide –  In an era where
vehicle safety, technology, and performance are converging like never
before, brake systems stand as one of the most crucial and innovative
components. As a leading digital B2B platform in this domain, The
BRAKE Report is thrilled to offer sponsorship opportunities that allow
your brand to shine and echo its commitment to safety and
excellence.

Our platform is a hub for a diverse array of professionals, ranging from
braking technology innovators and industry stakeholders to those
keen on understanding the nuances of braking advancements. When
you choose to partner with us, you're not just gaining premium
visibility but also aligning your brand with the pinnacle of automotive
safety and innovation.

Dive in, discover the potential, and join us in driving the future of
braking technology and safety forward.

www.thebrakereport.com
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INDUSTRY PARTNER ($10,000 USD)
As an Industry Partner, your organization is acknowledged as
an official sponsor of The BRAKE Report platform. This 12-
month sponsorship opportunity provides prominent industry
exposure through multiple branding and advertising
opportunities on the website, eNewsletter, BrakeLine
magazine, and more. 

All Industry Partners have opportunities to promote  and
advertise their brand in the following publications

The BRAKE Report The BRAKE Report Weekly

BrakeLine Magazine Sponsor Directory

In addition to the above ad placements, Industry Partners will
be acknowledged in all special edition publications and will
receive priority support and coverage on all press releases and
announcements.



PODCAST SPONSOR ($10,000 USD)
Coffee Brake is the official podcast of The BRAKE Report. As
the presenting sponsor of this series, your company or brand
will be acknowledged as the official podcast sponsor in 12
episodes (year). 

Coffee Brake is a monthly podcast series that closely
examines guests and companies impacting the global brake
industry.

SPONSORED AD ($4,000 USD)
Do you have a product, service, or conference that you would like
to promote to our audience? Advertise in our weekly
eNewsletter.



Would you like to promote your brand or company to our
audience? Do you have questions about our sponsorship
opportunities? Feel free to contact me using any of the methods
below. I look forward to hearing from you!
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